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Abstract  

Due to the limitations of infrared instrument sampling window size and shooting distance, collection of large-
scale target often need multiple filming and multiple infrared image stitching. Since infrared image blur itself, the image 
stitching process exists the difficulty of feature points extraction and matching points confirmation. Faced with this 
problem we proposed an image stitching algorithm based on immune memory clonal selection. We improved Susan 
algorithm to extract feature points, and got matching points by the proposed algorithm. Simulation results show that the 
algorithm can obtain a high rate of matching points, so as to achieve a good performance. 

1.    Introduction 

Since infrared instrument wide-angle, pixels and other objective factors, the capture infrared images often do 
not show the full target. Thus the two or multiple infrared images stitching into one seamless image is essential [1, 2]. 
Seamless image stitching often requires the following steps: firstly, try to select out the completely corresponding feature 
points (at least two, but also can be more) in the two stitching images as matching points or stitching points and this 
process is known as image registration. Secondly, stitch the two images in accordance with the matching points. Finally, 
if the stitching result exist the phenomenon of brightness uneven or gray level uneven, we need to fuse the overlap part 
in order to realize the seamless stitching. Obviously, image registration is the core technology of the image stitching and 
it is directly related with the splicing speed and the success rate.  

Stitching algorithm diversity is based on the utilization of different image information in the process of image 
registration [3], which can be roughly divided into: (1) Method based on gray level information, such as Ratio Matching 
method [4], Grid Matching method[5], etc. These algorithms calculate the match points’ surrounding area, so the 
calculation amount is large and the speed is slow; (2) Method based on transform domain method, such as De Castro 
and Morandi's extension phase correlation method [6], Reddy and Chattcrji proposed method based on fast Fourier 
transform [7], etc. The phase correlation method calculates simple and accurate, but it is required larger overlap ratio 
between registration images and the image size influences calculation amount and applicable scope; (3) Method based 
on the characteristics, such as Harris algorithm [8], Susan algorithm [9], etc. This method extracts the image feature 
points, search matching points from the feature points, complete image stitching. The advantage of this approach is that 
greatly reduces the match time, the image has good stability, have certain ability to resist disturbance on position 
transformation, etc. 

However because of the characteristics of infrared image, the selection of feature points and matching point 
becomes difficult. Traditional Susan algorithm need to set up different thresholds for different images, and produce too 
much feature points, increase the algorithm running time and effort. Literature[10] reference the memory feature and 
clonal selection optimization of the immune system and put forward an improved clonal selection algorithm, but the 
method did not explicitly gives its affinity function in the choice of two weighting coefficient method, brought difficulties for 
the choice of algorithm of feature points. In this paper, on the basis of the implementation of the improved Susan 
algorithm, the selection of feature points is not affected by images of light and shade, and it can limit number of feature 
points. Immune memory clonal selection algorithm (IMCSA) is improved, so that the affinity function of the weighted 
coefficients can be adaptive adjustment, improve the matching accuracy and ability to resist deformation. 

2.    Adaptive Susan algorithm to extract image features [11, 12, 13] 

Susan algorithm, the Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus, was put forward by Smith and Brady. 
The basic principle is to create a circular template, template center as template nuclear, calculate the gray relation 
between each point and template nuclear, based on the template with similar to nuclear or identical grey value of some 
form of similar to an area of judgment and template to determine the location of flat, edge or corner. 

Susan template slide in the image, compare each image pixel brightness in the template and the brightness of 
the template nuclear in every position: 
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In Eq. (1),  

r0

is the nuclear in 2D image; 

r is the other points except the nuclear in the template; 


I r( )  is the 

brightness of 

r ;


I r0( ) is the brightness of nuclear; t  is the brightness difference threshold and the choice of t  is closely 

related to the contrast of the image. In this article, we take the mean gradient of each image as the brightness difference 

threshold to adapt different light and shade; 
 

c r r0( , )  is the result of brightness compare. 

The sum of brightness compare result between all points in the template (n) and the nuclear is 
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Then compare 


n r0( ) with a given threshold g  (Called the geometric threshold), and get the image edge 

response： 
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r0

 is the feature point. The choice of g  is also a problem, so this paper proposes a method based on loop 

iteration to automatically determine the appropriate g  values. The process is: first, given a default initial threshold g , a 

desired feature points N; next, use Susan algorithm to obtain feature points, if the feature points more than N, then 

update the threshold g g' * 0.9 ; finally, use the latest threshold calculation feature points, until the feature points is less 

than N, at this time of the geometric threshold as the best threshold value. 
Traditional Susan algorithm need manually setting the brightness difference threshold t and geometry threshold 

g , while the improved Susan algorithm proposed in this paper can set adaptive threshold according to the image. 

Brightness difference threshold is closely related to the brightness of the image, so we use mean gradient of each image 
as the threshold to adapt different shade. This paper proposes a method based on loop iteration to automatically 
determine the appropriate values of geometry threshold. In Figure 1, (a) (c) have the same gray values and (b) (d) have 
the same gray values. (a) (b) set the same threshold manually but the extracted feature points n vary widely. (c) (d) set 
adaptive threshold and the result of feature points extraction is good.  

 

   

(a) t=10, g=7.2, n=2679                          (b) t=10, g=7.2, n=167     

  

 (c) t=8.68, g=2.88, n=272                        (d) t=4.37, g=2.88, n=279 

Fig. 1. Adaptive Susan algorithm to extract image features 

3.    Immune memory clonal selection algorithm. 

Artificial immune system (AIS) is a kind of new intelligent calculation method inspired by biological immune 
system. De Castro, firstly put forward clonal selection algorithm CLONALG based on principle of clonal selection[14,15]. 
Immune memory clonal selection algorithm respond the first time invading antigen collection Ag, generate a lot of 
antibody collection Ab, according to the antigen and antibody affinity to choose the best collection of antibody nab , and 
memory the antigen and the best antibody. When the antigen occur variation, the system will again be on the immune 
response. 

The main steps of IMCSA are as follows: Encode and initialize antibodies, antigens; Select, clone, mutate 
antibodies; Calculate affinity, select best antibodies and discard the low-affinity antibodies; Loop calculation, until the 
antibody which best fits to this antigen is found out, if the number of iterations get the maximum times or affinity get the 
threshold, the iteration should stopped; Add this antigen and the best antibody in memory; When antigen is mutated, get 
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the antibody which is the best match to this mutative antigen, until the iteration meet the termination condition; Select the 
highest affinity between antibody and antigen in memory; Decode antibodies and antigens, get matching points. Fig. 2 
shows the flow chart of IMCSA. 

IMCSA describes the antibody and antigen compatibility by affinity function. Feature point matching degree is 
not only related with the feature points own gray information, also closely connected with the feature points surrounding 
pixels. The affinity function is as follows.  
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MA and MB are the average gray values of the image A and B with the limitation  0 50A B| M - M | ; A(i) is the i-th 

feature point gray value of  image A; B(j) is the j-th feature point gray value of image B; Wi and Wj are two of the same 
size window, which bear with feature point as the center; Wi(xk,yk) and Wj(xk,yk) represent respectively the pixel gray 
value of location(xk,yk); ui and uj is the average of gray values of the window in image A and image B. Figure 2 is the flow 

chart of Immune memory clonal selection algorithm. 
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Fig. 2. Immune memory clonal selection algorithm                            Fig. 3. Image Stitching flow chart 

4.    Infrared image stitching process 

In this paper, the infrared image stitching method is based on the characteristics, namely on the premise of at 
least 3 ~ 5 best feature points, splice the two images by fusing the common part in a simple manner. Splicing process is 
shown in figure 3. Firstly, Susan algorithm is applied to extract the feature points. Then combining immune memory 
clonal selection algorithm, select matching points from feature points, obtain the splice position of the two pictures, 
determine the stitching coordinate geometry. Finally, fuse the image to get seamless stitching image. Fig. 3 shows the 
flow chart of Infrared image stitching process. 

5.    Simulation and Analysis 

In order to verify the accuracy of matching, this paper split Figure 4 (a) into two parts which is shown in Figure 4 
(b) and (c). Because the original image is known, the matching point coordinates in the original image can be obtained by 
calculation. 
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              (a) The original graph                      (b) The upper part: image A                    (c) The lower part: image B    

Fig. 4. The original image for matching search 

The feature points set extracted from Image A (Fig.4 (b)) act as antigen set; the feature points set extracted 
from Image B (Fig. 4 (c)) act as antibody set. Use the given immune memory clonal selection algorithm to search in the 
collection of antibody and antigen, determine the best matching of antibody and antigen as the matching position. 

Usually the number of matching points n 3 , but it Should not be too large. In this paper, we set the number of 

matching points n = 5. 
Susan algorithm is adopted to improve the feature point extraction, as shown in Fig. 5 (a) (b). IMCSA is used in 

the feature point set matching search, the result is shown in Fig. 5 (c), (d). 
 

    

 (a) feature points of image A              (b) feature points of image B              (c) match points of image A         (d) match points of image B 

Fig. 5. Infrared image matching search simulation results based on IMCSA 

By calculating matching points in the original coordinates, results are as follows: 

Table 1. The results of infrared image matching search based on IMCSA 

 Matching 
point 1 

Matching 
point 2 

Matching 
point 3 

Matching 
point 4 

Matching 
point 5 

Original feature 
points number 

Matching point 
number 

Accuracy 

Image A (118,168) (94,100) (200,94) (49,139) (110,170) 829 
5 100% 

Image B  (118,168) (94,100) (200,94) (49,139) (110,170) 841 

As can be seen from the table, in the absence of interference, the matching degree can reach 100%. 
When there is a difference between light and shade, the influence of the gray relation between the points 

around the window center to the affinity is larger and the algorithm is adaptive adjust the weighting coefficient of affinity 
function. 

    

(a) Match points of image A         (b) Match points of image B            (c) Image matching results              (d) Image fusion results 

Fig. 6. Simulation results of infrared image with luminance difference based on IMCSA 

When the image exist geometric deviation, the algorithm also can achieve good effect of splicing, as shown in 
Fig. 7. 
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(a) Match points of image A                  (b) Match points of image B                  (c) Image Stitching results 
Fig. 7. Simulation results of infrared image with geometric deviation based on IMCSA 

When the image rotation or scale change, it has a certain influence on affinity function and the simulation results 
appear a certain error, but by the rest correct matching points, the algorithm can still achieve good stitching. In addition, if 
continue to increase the number of iterations, we can find out all correct matching feature points. This proves IMCSA has 
good anti-interference ability. 

   

(a) Match points of image A             (b) Match points of image B                  (c) Rotating image Stitching results 

 

   

                     (d) Match points of image A              (e) Match points of image B              (f) Proportional change image Stitching results 

Fig. 8. Simulation results of infrared image with geometrical transformation based on IMCSA 

IMCSA is also applied in the other infrared images as follows, and the result shows that the algorithm has good 
adaptability and robustness. 

      

(a) Match points of image A           (b) Match points of image B          (c) Image Stitching results 

Fig. 9. Simulation results of other infrared image based on IMCSA 
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6.    Conclusion 

By the simulation results can be seen that the IMCSA can get better stitching matching points, its advantages 
are mainly as follows: 

1) In the absence of interference, the algorithm for stitching matching point accuracy can reach 100%. 
2) In the presence of a particular image noise, the inefficiency of feature point extraction, the algorithm result 

five match points appeared one false matching point. Voting principle was used to most of the matching point for image 
stitching. This can obtain accurate matching results, and show good anti-jamming capability. 

3) The algorithm not only has good stitching effect to the infrared image, for complex background of visible light 
image also have good stitching effect, shows that the proposed algorithm has good ability to adapt. 

4) The algorithm can be adapted to image translation transformation and simple geometric transformation. 
5) Due to immune memory exists in the algorithm, good matching result is achieved, at the same time the 

algorithm has certain preventive to fall into local optimum in the process of search. 
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